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We report on tne first observation of standing spinwaves in thin evaporated

Fe-films by means of Raman scattering (KS). In earlier investigations using

Brillouin scattering (BS) these modes could only be observed down to a thick-

ness d » 200 A. We were now able to extend this ranye down to d » 12U A usiny

BS and to a ranye of 40-80 A using RS., We find that for values of d comparable

to the penetration depth of the light the scattering intensity decreases to-

gether with d. This is explained by the assumption that the scatteriny

intensity is determined by the net magnetic moment resulting witnin the probiny

depth of the liyht. The mode frequencies observed by Raman scattering follow

very well a D * d~2 relationship from which the value of the exchange para-

meter D e x has been determined. With decreasing d we also observe an increasing

linewidth of the standiny spinwaves. This can be attributed to the increased

importance of surface rouyhness on the damping of these modes.

PACS numbers: 75.30US, 78.30.Er, 78.3b.+c.
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Introduction

Standing sptnwaves have, for a long, time, been investigated by means of

microwave resonance experiments and their properties have been studied in great

detail. A few years ago M. Grimsditch et al.1 discovered that these waves in

particular cases, such as in metals, an also quite effectively be studied by

means of inelastic lightscattering (LS). The modes which were investigated in

these experiments had frequencies which were at the upper end of the range acces-

sible by microwaves i.e., 1O-1UU GHz. To separate the corresponding frequency

shifts from the unshifted elastic LS one has to use a Fabry-Perot interferometer.

This branch of LS with small frequency shifts is also called brillouin scattering

(bS), in contrast to Raman scattering (RS) which is used for larger shifts. In

the case of RS the spectral instrument is a gratiny monochroniator. Hence depend-

ing on the frequency shift and experimental technique LS can be either BS or RS.

Standing spinwaves are a genuine feature of thin magnetic films. As the

film thickness d decreases they rapidly shift to higher frequencies, approxi-

mately with d~2. From comparison with theory^ it has to be concluded that all

spin waves observed up to now by means of BS are unpinned. Since, as mentioned

before, the frequencies of the spinwaves observed by BS are at the upper end of

those observable also by microwaves, the corresponding values of d are at the

lower.end. So far the thinnest film in which standing modes were observed by

means of BS had d=2O nm (200 A). 2 in this contribution we want to describe a

way, how this frontier can be pushed forward and give an example. AS we shall

see by means of RS standing modes can now be observed in films as thin as 4 mm

(4U A). It is possible to evaluate the exchange constant Dfix from these

experiments. Hence for films with 4 nm < d < 1U nm RS from standing modes at

present is the only direct way to determine DfiX.
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2. Sample Preparation and t'xperimental Tecnniijiie

The samples used in these experiments were thin evaporated films of Fe on

sapphire substrates. Previous investigations3 showed that at substrate tempera-

tures Ts > 2O0°C we have epitaxial growth in the [100] direction. Taking the

spinwave linewidtn as a criterion we find that for films with d > 10 nm best

results are obtained with Ts between 200 and 3U0°C This is the result of a

compromise. On the one hand epitaxial growth is better at higher temperatures.

On the other hand for very thin films the tendency to island formation then is

also stronger so one might not even yet a continuous film. Oriented growth

starting from islands seems to result in a high density of growth steps for

thicker films. We attribute the fact that thicker films grown at temperatures

of 400°C and more always show very strong elastic LS to this. Growiny a film at

a hiyher temperature ana tnen cooling it down to room temperature to do the

experiment is very likely to introduce strains in the sample. Epitaxy will

improve the quality of a sample, island formation, growth steps and strains will

degrade it. The samples on which we want to report here, were grown at

substrate temperatures Tg = (200 + 30)°C for 10 nm < d < 20 nm. For d < 10 nm

we kept Ts at room temperature in order to avoid island formation.

The LS experiments were performed with a multipass Brillouin spectrometer

for 10 nm < d < 20 nm and a Raman spectrometer for d < 1U nm. To avoid heating

of the sample we limited the incident laser power to a level below ~ 100 mW for

the BS experiments. One has to be careful in this case because the laser light

is focused on a spot of « 50 <i in diameter. The great advantage of RS is that

the incident laser beam doesn't have to be focused so strongly-only onto an area

of approx. 0.1 x 10 mm2. Hence heating is not so critical and much higher laser

power can be used. We choose approx. 400 mW. Still KS from standing modes

remains weak so the experimental time has to be increased to a few hours as
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convared to BS, where less than half an hour was sufficient in most cases.

Because of all that also the sample had to be mounted in vacuo for the RS

experiments. Otherwise a hiyhly structured background spectrum from the N,, in

the air appeared.

3. Results and Discussion

In Fig. 1 we show a series of BS spectra from Fe films with d between 18

and 20 nm. At lower frequencies we see the Damon Eshbach (DE) surface mode

(sm)^ which for such thin films can be considered as uniform and. hence bulk like

across the film. When going to smaller d its frequency is slightly reduced in

accordance with the DE theory. We also observe the tremendous increase in the

BS intensity which can be attributed to the compression of the DE magnon yas in

such thin films.^ At higher frequencies we are able to identify the first

standiny spin wave mode. It rapidly shifts upward as expected when d decreases.

Other higher order standing modes which are observable in thicker films were not

found. This is probably due to their smaller BS intensity and larger linewidth.

In the spectra shown in Fig. 1 the standing modes nave still similar intensi-

ties. On going to smaller d however, the intensities are appreciably reduced

and 12 nm was about the smallest d where we were still able to identify the

first standing mode by means of BS.

We summarize these results in fig. 2. It shows the intensity increase of

the surface mode and decrease of the standing mode when d decreases. For the

surface mode it has been shown previously6 that in order to fully account for

all effects which are important for BS intensities from such thin films,

multiple interference effects of the light have to be included. Since those

effects are the same for the standiny and the surface modes and since also the
*

maijnon compression effect should be of importance for both types of waves in the
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same way we considered it as reasonable to normalize i..ne intensity of the stand-

ing mode to the one of the surface mode. The results is also shown in fig. 'I.

In any case, opposite to the behavior of the surface mode the intensity of the

standing mode drops appreciably when d uecreases.

We want to discuss now this behaivor with the following concept. We re-

place a spinwave with some particular amplitude pattern by the net transverse

magnetic moment m which the light senses within its penetration depth. This is

justified by the fact that for such thin films the amplitude variation of the

spinwaves across the film cannot be resolved by the light with its much longer

wavelength. It is the same concept as used for the description of the microwave

experimetns, only that in the case of the light the metallic absorption is much

stronger. The penetration depth of microwaves into metals is by some orders of

magnitude larger than the one for light. Hence for the light which "sees" only

part of the sample there might be a net transverse moment in associated with some

mode whereas for the microwave which sees all of them it is cancelled out. This

is the case for unpinned standing modes as we are dealing with here, we calcu-

late m in this case from

m = c / exp (-ax) cos ^ x dx = a2d2 x (1 + exp (-ad))/(ad2 + 1) (1)
o

where d is the film thickness, a is the optical absorption coefficient and c is

a proportionality factor. Here the exp-term represents the attenuation of ths

light and the cos term the amplitude profile of the first standing spin wave.

It is sufficient to have a proportionality because we are only interested in

relative intensities as a function of d and not their absolute values. For the

absorption coefficient we take the value of a = 7.4xlO5 cnr* given in ref. 7.

Under the further assumption that fn is proportional to the associated Faraday
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o

rotation we can compare the BS-intensity with the square of m. The result of

this is also shown in fig. 2 where the proportionality factor c of eqn. (1) was

adjusted so the best agreement with the experimental points was achieved. We

think that this simple approach is justified by the fact that for tne points

marked with + in fig. 2 the scattering mechanisms which the standiny and the

uniform mode have in common are normalized out. The remaining differences then

are due to the different amplitude profiles, i.e., resulting transverse moments

m of the two kinds of modes. The values for the frequencies within the experi-

mental error fall onto the curves shown in ref. 3 (partly after extrapolation)

and hence are described by the same parameters as reported there. From eqn. (1)

and the theoretical curve of fig. 2 we see that the BS intensity is expected to

rapidly fall off when d is smaller than the penetration depth of the light

(" 14 nm). For this reason and because the expected LS frequency shifts also

fall into the range covered by RS techniques we switch now to RS for the

investigation of the standing modes in films with d < 1U nm. For these

frequency shifts which are essentially due to the exchange forces the effect of

an external field Bo is negligibly small for the values of Bo accessible with

normal electromagnets. An external BQ shifts the lines only on the order of 1

cnrtyTesla. For BQ = U on the other hand we expect the samples magnetization to

be split into domains with inplane but otherwise unknown orientation. For

standing modes the orientation of the magnetization is of minor importance as

long as it is inplane. When tiQ = u the form anisotropy of the thin film takes

care of this. In fig. 3 we show a RS spectrum with a peak which shifts in a

systematic way to higher values as the thickness decreases. We identify this as

due to a standing mode for the following reasons. First for a simple metal like

Fe we do not expect any phonons in that frequency range which would be

observable by RS. Second, the scattering is observed with its polarization
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rotated by 90° with respect to the incoming l ight which is typical for

spinwaves. The th i rd evidence comes from a plot of the frequencies vs. d~2 as

displayed in f i g . 4. We find a straight line as expected. Quantitatively under

the assumptions outlined above, the frequency v should be given by

2 « v= yQ n*V/d2 (2)
CA

where y is the yyromaynetic ratio, D is the exchange constant and n the

standiny spinwave mode number. We obtain this from eqn. (1) of ref. 3 by the

assumption that only the excnange term contributes significantly. If we take

y = 1.8t> x 10-11 T-1S-1 and D o y = 2.34 x ID-*
7 Vs as in ref. 3, we have

reasonable agreement between eqn. (2) and the experimental points when n = 2.

Hence we conclude that in these experiments we see the second standing spinwave

mode in the Fe films. We now adjust the value of I) and obtain the straight

solid line of fig. 4 with D g x = 2.13 x lu"
17 Vs. Hence the value of D e x which

we determine for tnese thin films is somewnat reduced coiroared to the one

previously found for the thicker films. Remember that the films with d < lu nrn

were also prepared at lower T$ as compared to tne others. The determination of

D e x by means of RS has the further great advantage that for these high mode

frequencies the influence of all other parameters (like inaynetization J) becomes

increasingly unimportant and we obtain D e x in a pure form. The reason that RS

from the first standing mode has escaped detection so far must be its too low

frequency. According to the simple approacn used above its RS intensity, should

in fact be stronger by a factor of 4 compared to tne second standing mode

observed here. The n=l mode is very likely hidden in the wing of the elastic

scattering. Definitely it is challenging to find it by using better and/or

thinner samples.
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For the RS experiments on the thinner films not only the mode frequencies

but also the linewidths are much larger than for the BS experiments on the

thicker films. Tnis is easily demonstrated by taking the linewidth seen in fig.

3 of Ax = 4 cm = A 20 GHz and comparing it with fig. 1. At present we cannot

say whether we are seeing here for example the increased influence of surface

roughness in the thinner films or Av is due to yenuine intrinsic effects like

maynon maynon scattering. Tnis point deserves more attention in the future.
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Fiyure Captions

Fig. 1. BS-spectra from thin films of Fe with decreasiny thickness. DE surface

mode is marked with UE, first standiny mode wtih 1.

Fiy. 2. Evaluation of 8S intensities. Upper part: UE mode (DE) o, lower part:

first standing mode (1) +, middle part: ratio between 1 and DE + .

The ratio is compared with the theory (solid Sine) as desert bed in the

text. Dashed lines are guides to the eye.

Fiy. 3. RS-spectrum from a thin film of Fe. The observed peak is due to the

second standing mode (see fig. 4 ana text). It shifts to higher

frequencies for decreasiny d.

Fiy. 4. Evaluation of the R.S. frequencies. Circles: experiment, solid line:

theory for unpinned second standiny mode with D e x = 2.13 x 10"*' Vs.
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